Expression™ 44 Twin Laminator
Wide Format

Equipment

The EXP 44 Twin wide format laminator is a dual purpose, operator-friendly laminator. It is designed for low-temperature laminating, making it ideal for delicate inkjet media. It has the ability to laminate, encapsulate and mount on
the top rollers and mount using the bottom two rollers without re-webbing the machine. The EXP 44 Twin includes
both standard and safety features, making this laminator the perfect choice for print-for-pay shops.
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Versatile
❏ Two sets of rollers, dual heated rollers on the top and
top heated roller on the bottom.
❏ Laminate, Encapsulate, or Mount on top rollers.
❏ Mount on bottom rollers without re-webbing the
machine.
Operator-Friendly
❏ Casters allow storage of machine when not in use.
❏ Foot control for hands-free operation.
❏ Swing-out mandrels for roll changes.
❏ Digital touch screen is simple and easy to use.
❏ Front and rear exit trays for aid when mounting and
laminating using pouch boards and/or pre-coated
mounting boards.

TM

Functional
❏ All four rollers are 5 1/2” in diameter, enhancing the
efficiency of the machine.
Easy Maintenance
❏ High release silicone rollers allow easy cleaning and
maintenance.
Safety Features
❏ A photoelectric eye stops the machine when a foreign
object is detected.
❏ Emergency stop buttons for manual shut-off in case of
an emergency.
Other Features
❏ Vacuum feed table for holding media in place before
entering the laminator, reducing operator error.
❏ No air requirements.
❏ Made in the U.S.A.

The above information is presented for reference and illustration of general product characteristics only. The information does not constitute a representation or warranty relating to the
suitability or fitness for a particular application or otherwise create guarantees of product performance. All material should be tested by purchaser to determine final suitability.

EXP 44 Twin Laminator

Specifications Sheet

Technical Specifications
Working Width:

43”

Laminator Width:

62”

Height::

53”

Depth:

43”

Net Weight:

850 lbs.

Shipping Weight:
Speed:

Bottom Roller - 1 fpm

Maximum Temperature:

230o F

Maximum Aperture:

1/4”

Roller Diameter:
Air:

5 1/2”

Electrical:

220V single phase 30 amps w/neutral

Available Options
>> Foot Switch

Foot Switch

N/A

